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Contextualizing Musical 
Interface Design
Interfaces, People, Music, Context
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Piano

Violin
Minimoog 

Theremin

Midi Keyboards

Saxophone

Cello Synthesizers
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Context / scope



Why think about all this stuff?



InterfaceMusic

What music / musical practice are you designing for? 















InterfacePeople

Who are you designing for? 





designing for …”traditional” musical context



designing for …”traditional” musical context

Build on music-technical knowledge 

“Copying an instrument is dumb, leveraging expert technique is smart.” - Perry Cook 







Yamaha Digital Saxophone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o58fK8YVhFg


The Birl, by Jeff Snyder

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEr8X_Q_4ZE




https://vimeo.com/43106290




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xtex999ZKZY




designing for …”traditional” musical context

Build on music-technical knowledge 

“Copying an instrument is dumb, leveraging expert technique is smart.” - Perry Cook 

Add new modes of control 

“Some players have spare bandwidth, some do not” - Perry Cook 





TouchKeys, by Andrew McPherson (QMUL)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNxacJZXPic


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SCug5kUsBs


designing for …non-“traditional” musical context



Make people feel like they’re playing a traditional instrument 

designing for …non-“traditional” musical context



Guitar Hero



Make people feel like they’re playing a traditional instrument 

Make familiar music with different methods  

designing for …non-“traditional” musical context





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2uBBtwEdRk




Make people feel like they’re playing a traditional instrument 

Make familiar music with different methods  

Or, imagine new intuitive mappings between gestures and sounds 

designing for …non-“traditional” musical context



Reactable



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QtklTXbKUQ
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designing for …accessibility

Easy to get in to, rewarding to grow with 
“Low ‘entry fee’ with no ceiling on virtuosity” - Matt Wright (!), David Wessel 
“Music now, subtlety later…” -Perry Cook 





designing for …accessibility

Easy to get in to, rewarding to grow with 
“Low ‘entry fee’ with no ceiling on virtuosity” - Matt Wright (!), David Wessel 
“Music now, subtlety later…” -Perry Cook 

Leverage the technical and physical capabilities of users 



Jamboxx

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_eIRX7hHpI


Jamboxx

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4NCN5yHq37U


designing for …accessibility

Easy to get in to, rewarding to grow with 
“Low ‘entry fee’ with no ceiling on virtuosity” - Matt Wright (!), David Wessel 
“Music now, subtlety later…” -Perry Cook 

Leverage the technical and physical capabilities of users 

Consider convenience (or not) 
- Can you carry it to a gig? Can people afford it? Is it wired or wireless? How long does it take to power on or setup? 







designing for …accessibility

Easy to get in to, rewarding to grow with 
“Low ‘entry fee’ with no ceiling on virtuosity” - Matt Wright (!), David Wessel 
“Music now, subtlety later…” -Perry Cook 

Leverage the technical and physical capabilities of users 

Consider convenience (or not) 
- Can you carry it to a gig? Can people afford it? Is it wired or wireless? How long does it take to power on or setup? 

Consider human condition 
- Factors like attention span, energy, willingness to engage 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjN_dU1QM0g
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Context / scope Your lived experience



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUsSdiOrF4g


“Make a piece, not an instrument or controller” -Perry Cook



Make music, not an instrument or controller



Express yourself, then make tools



What do you want to make? (music, an experience, etc) 

Why do you want to make it? 

Who is it for? 

Where / when is it meant to be used?  

How will you make it?  

Details / craft (the fun stuff) 


